A unique range of canine products from
Back on Track, New Zealand
Back on Track products can be used to warm up muscles prior to
exercise or competition, to reduce the risk of strains or injury. Most
importantly, they can also expedite the recovery from established
injuries.
Back on Track NZ Ltd. is a Christchurch based company, and have
recently had trade stands at the National Dog Show in Christchurch,
and the NDTA in Feilding. Their range of products for dogs have
been extremely successful and popular. The range includes winter and
summer covers to fit all sized dogs, hock and wrist wraps, as well as a
bedding range. Back on Track works as soon as it is applied, so your
pet benefits from the soothing therapeutic garments immediately.
Arthritis is one of the most common forms of chronic injury
treated by veterinarians, and affects dogs of all breeds and ages. As
their owner, they are relying on you to recognise the signs of pain
and decreased mobility. Whether your dog is a mate for pleasure, or
is a performing dog, it will benefit greatly from Back on Track. 2008
World Dog Sledding champion, Niklas Dirland of Sweden, is an avid
fan of the benefits of Back on Track. Here he is pictured at the 2009
Championships in Canada, with all dogs wearing their Back on Track
covers.

Back on Track is the name of a unique range of pain-relief products
for humans, equine and canines. They evolved from a combination
of ancient Chinese experience, modern scientific findings and skilled
textile production. The result is a fabric of polyester with a ceramic
powder melded into the threads.
The ceramic reflects the wearers body heat as an infrared wave,
a form of energy that has documented pain relieving effects. The
reflected heat can reduce inflammation associated with arthritic
conditions, ease muscle tension, increase circulation and hasten the
healing process.
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The human range of Back on Track includes braces for all joints, as
well as an underwear and shirt range, socks and gloves. The biggest
selling items are the knee braces and the back braces. The equine range
is regarded as the most vital form of therapy around the world, with
leading stables routinely using Back on Track to keep their horses
performing at their optimum. Anyone who went to the recent Beijing
Olympics, will tell you that all the leading stables in Europe and the
US were covered in Back on Track leg wraps and covers.
Back on Track also manufacture a bedding range which includes
mattress overlays, pillows and pillowcases, as well as sheets.
Back on Track has it’s own shop in Sockburn, Christchurch and
you can purchase direct from the shop, or order online at www.
backontrack.co.nz. Back on Track canine products are available NZ
wide through pet stores and veterinary clinics.

